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I 

  In his composition of Metempsychosis, John Donne was affected by his 
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contemporary writer Sir John Davies and his work Of the Soul of Man, and 

the Immortality Thereof  (Robbins 422), which deals with the similar topic 

of the eternal spirit. However, Sir Davies treats the "little world of mine" 

(Of the Soul of Man, and the Immortality Thereof 1) and the "inward self," 

(2) in which the author reflects on the meaning and freedom of spiritual 

selfhood. Davies explores his "reflecting thoughts" on inner "freedom" 

through a sacred perspective (3). He explores his perception of the soul 

as the "clear lamp of oracle divine" (4-5), which God has made 

interminable. 

  Donne's Metempsychosis, however, accentuates the dynamic movement 

of the soul, which involves his satirical views of both external and internal 

worlds of man. Unlike in his later work of 1612, The Second Anniversary, 

where the place for the metaphorical journey of the soul is fixed in the 

afterworld, Donne's Metempsychosis chiefly deals with the permanent 

activity of the soul, which moves around nations with the perpetual motion 

of the "eye of Heaven" compared to the sun (Metempsychosis 11). The 

scope of the active soul is maximized by illustrating various places in the 

Western world, like "Tagus, Po, Seine, Thames, and Danau dine" (M 16). 

This procedure of the soul is acknowledged as a reference to the "Greek 

philosopher Pythagoras's belief in the transmigration of souls" (Shell 71), 

as Donne himself indicates "the soul of heresy" (Shell 71) in his preface 

to Metempsychosis. 

  Donne's treatment of the immaterial being is associated with religious 

connotation in the latter part of the work. At the start of Metempsychosis, 

however, his deployment of the excursion of the soul is connected with 

not only the precise description of the worldly sites but also the detailed 

aspects of one particular nation such as "the Church," "all the 

monarchies," "college," and "free hospital of all mankind" (M 22-23). 

Donne's depiction of the minute domains of the earth and society are 
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brought forth to establish a "satirical epic," (Shell 71), in which the soul 

becomes an inscrutable "observer" (Flynn 518) on the corruptive and 

degenerating people and the world. 

  With regard to modern criticism of Donne's Metempsychosis, most 

commentators have approached the "symbol and meaning" (Wentersdorf 

69) of the work in the light of a critical piece which involves "an infinity 

of psychic migrations" (Prescott 162): "a mocking voice" (Dubrow 102, 

Lein 613), an "epigram and satire of an innovative artist" (Hester 106), 

"satirical mock-epic" (Prescott 160) dealing with the "irreverent treatment 

of a serious subject," (Corthell 98) and a "mixture of playful and earnest 

tones" (Haskin 181). In addition, Johann Sommerville interprets the 

significance of the soul as a "representative of corruption, vice, and 

innovation" (497). Dennis Flynn, however, regards the same soul as a 

"confidential and aloof observer" on the "controversial and paradoxical" 

aspects of the human world (518). Despite insightful commentaries on the 

poem, the investigation into critical voices embedded in the actions of the 

spiritual journey should be explored in detail. This article aims to examine 

the embodiment of the progress of the soul and search for the diverse 

implications underlying the invisible excursions. 

II

  In one of Donne's sermons, entitled with Death's Duel and preached in 

the White Hall at the beginning of Lent on 25 February 1630, he states 

that it is a mysterious and imperceptible domain to imagine "what kind of 

transmigration" of the soul we shall have out of this world (262). Donne 

leaves this question as an irresolvable problem, and his tentative solution 

is to anticipate the inviolable territory with a religious position in dealing 
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with the invisible aspect clearly existent beyond man's perceptive 

capabilities. In 23 sections of Devotions upon Emergent Occasions which 

Donne wrote shortly before his death, one of their dominant conceptions 

is also to declare his unwavering credence in the immortality of the soul 

after man's death. The author connects this notion of the imperishable 

spirit of man with the death and resurrection of Jesus whose disembodied 

entity domineers the mind of man. Donne, who was fascinated by this 

imperishable substance, reveals his evident interest in the eternity of the 

spirit in Sections 2, 16, and 18 of Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, 

which he composed during his great fear of death caused by his physical 

infirmities. 

  In his works of 1611-2, An Anatomy of the World and The Second 

Anniversary, Donne commonly deals with individual and social corruptions 

in the human world. Like a physical doctor who diagnoses bodily ills, his 

investigation into the dark sides of human society during the political and 

religious upheaval after King James I unfolds the multiple layers of 

political and religious instabilities in the two poetical works. In An 

Anatomy of the World, the writer accentuates his satirical viewpoint of the 

ills in society, elaborating his fatal approach to the culmination of human 

life which causes all the distress in the world. Donne's portrayal of the 

desolate side of the world, however, turns into the next world in which 

the human soul progresses to a pure and distilled manner of life after 

human form changes to an immortal being. The eternal and spiritual world 

of the soul is vivid in The Progress of the Soul, which Donne wrote the 

following year to celebrate the imperishable soul of a teenage girl who 

passed away at a very young age. Donne's major focus is to show how 

the human soul is unaffected by the transitoriness and changeability of the 

world. 

  It is in Metempsychosis where Donne combines the social corruptions 
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and transmigration of the soul in this world by using numerous 

metaphorical expressions taken from biblical images as well as animals 

like swans, birds, and elephants.  The commencement of Metempsychosis 

features the speaker's evocation of "a deathless soul," (M 1) which has 

had free movement "made to yield to none" (M 10). The immortal 

existence of the soul vigorously travels over such a vast range of 

locations as Chaldee, Persia, Greece, and Rome (M 7-8). The author, like 

an "anatomist," (Herz 112) encompasses "all mankind, that cage and vivary 

/ Of fowls, and beasts, destiny, and us." (M 24-26). The writer diagnoses, 

via the critical eye of the soul, what happens in these intricate walks of 

life. This literary device influences The Anatomy of the World and The 

Second Anniversary where Donne continues and deepens to indict the 

corruptions of the world and greedy human desire. Donne's 

Metempsychosis anticipates his critical attitude toward the earth and 

people, which he initially formulated in his five satires of the 1590s in 

dealing with the injustice and folly of London high society, religious 

institution, lawyers and judiciary organizations. 

  Donne's main concern with the progress of the soul, which takes the 

form of "various metamorphoses" (Wentersdorf 83), is to "show" his story 

about "our ways and ends" over "a path and period / For everything" (M 

32-3). He simultaneously wishes to "know with what hand, / How scant or 

liberal, this my life's race is spanned" (M 39-40). His declaration of this 

literary mission involves a portrayal of "steep ambition, sleepy poverty / 

Spirit-quenching sickness, dull captivity, distracting business" (M 44-6) in 

the complex human mind. Donne conveys the "symbolic values" 

(Wentersdorf 83) of the incorporeal journey into man's external and 

internal worlds as they currently stand. 

  The description of human deeds and intentions happens at many sites, 

like "in Thames," "Tigris, and Euphrates" (M 60), which indicate the 
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general areas of universal people. This common feature of human beings 

foregrounds Donne's keen sensitivity to "most varieties of lust" (Corthell 

98), because his poetical and other prose works are fundamentally 

founded upon the Christian concept of man's depravity and the ultimate 

salvation by God. Donne meditates and investigates this coherent thematic 

concern throughout his literary career. Metempsychosis, in the first 

instance, seriously raises the author's reflection on the possibility that 

man tends to be morally and spiritually devious as the soul acknowledges 

the serious disease of the human world. 

  Donne's portrayal of the transmigration of the soul is explored by its 

observation into "moralistic glosses on the activities of fish, swan, bird, 

thresher, and elephant" (Corthell 98). This diverse treatment of the 

animals indirectly embeds satirical voice through its euphemistic 

approach to the "mocking" (Lein 613) inclination on earth. The writer 

accentuates the activity of the soul in undertaking the "cynical nature of 

much satire" (Prescott 162) whilst looking into the movement of fish, 

which anticipates the lively observation on what happens to the lively 

machination in the sea. The oceanic domain is compared to the hustle and 

bustle of life filled with competition and passion for power. The concept 

of human greed and corruption, as "an infinity of corruptions" (Prescott 

162), becomes one of the significant themes in Metempsychosis. The 

migration of the soul takes an omniscient point of view of the hidden 

clash among the animal world which "might upset religious orthodoxy, but 

is soon followed by "the devout Corona" (Prescott 163). Donne's 

figurative attitude to the portrayal of the conflicting relationship among 

creatures is predominant throughout the poem:

This coal with overblowing quenched and dead,

The soul from her too-active organs fled
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T'a  brook. A female fish's sandy roe

With the male's jelly, newly leavened was;

For they had intertouched as they did passe,

And one of those small bodies, fitted so,

This soul informed and abled it to row

Itself with finny oars, which she did fit:

Her scales seemed yet of parchment, and as yet

Perchance a fish, but by no name you could call it. 

                                       (M 221-30)

The "soul" observes the apparent interchange between the fish, but is 

simultaneously keen on the state of being "fitted" when they have to pass 

a provocative circumstance and "to row" itself with "finny oars." The 

image of fish is incorporated with another picture of the "swan" in the 

subsequent part of the poem. The outer appearance of the swans seem 

pure and innocent, but their real behavior as "insatiable animals" 

(Wentersdorf 83) indicates the "moral degeneration" of man (Corthell 100). 

The animal world involves ironic and even brutal deeds in which they 

devour the same kind of fish:

When goodly, like a ship in her full trim,

A swan so white that you may unto him

Compare all whiteness, but himself to none,

Glided along, and as he glided watched

And with his arched neck this poor fish catched.

It moved with state, as if to looke upon

Low things it scorned, and yet, before that one

Could think he sought it, he had swallowed clear 

This and much such, and, unblamed devoured there 

All but who too swift, too great, or well-armed were. 

                                     (M 231-40)
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  The picture of a bird image is further depicted to indicate a stronger 

creature ruling over the weak beast like fish. The big bird is a 

representative of contemporary power struggle in which people try to 

grab the dominant occupation in high society, legal and religious 

organizations, all of which became the underlying objects for Donne's 

satires before Metempsychosis. As Anne Prescott argues, there is "no 

Christian consensus of the soul" in depicting the "cynical" feature of 

"much satire" (160, 163). Both macro and microscopic domains of the 

human world are, in Donne's critical reflection, charged with the greedy 

acts of man such as the consuming of fish for another of its kind. The 

soul plays a role in observing the pursuit of power and domination over 

opposing sides: 

A sudden stiff land-wind in that self hour

To seaward forced this bird that did devour 

The fish; he cares not, for with ease he flies,

Fat gluttony's best orator: at last 

So long he hath flown, and hath flown so fast 

That, many leagues at sea, now tired he lies,

The souls, no longer foes, two ways did err.

                              (M 291-8)  

The concurrent strife between fish and birds is entwined to evolve their 

further relationship, into which the soul "is thrown" (M 301). The soul 

floats and takes an excursion into another kind of beast, namely a 

thresher and sword fish with ceaseless activity: "'Tis greatest now, and to 

destruction / Nearest; there's no pause at perfection. / Greatness a period 

hath, but hath no station." (M 338-40). The soul progresses to encompass 

a variety of the human world filled with a dynamic engagement in both 

positive and negative senses. 
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  The transmutation of the soul proceeds to encounter a  thresher and 

sword fish which fight against each other with their sharp bodily organs. 

Unlike the single representation of the fish and bird, Donne utilizes these 

two types of creatures to maximize the brutal manner of obtaining the 

opposite side. This ruthless feature of animals conveys a similar aspect of 

the human world among kings and their subjects. Donne's "paradox," as 

Ronald Corthell words, "exists on the boundary between jest and earnest" 

(101). The movement of the soul addresses the playfulness of the 

competition among animals, but simultaneously conveys the earnestness of 

satirizing the social manner overwhelmed by the ruthless mind without 

warm compassion:

The flail-finned thresher and steel-beaked sword-fish

Only attempt to do what all do wish.

The thresher backs him, and to beat begins;

The sluggard whale yields to oppression,

And t'hide himself from shame and danger, down

Begins to sink; the swordfish upward spins,

And gores him with his beak; his staff-like fins

So well the one, his sword the other plies,

That now a scoff and prey, this tyran dyes,

And (his own dole) feeds with himself all companies. 

                                   (M 351-60)

Donne sustains his satirical stance to social conflict in the subsequent part 

of the poem, unraveling the innermost of their ambitions obsessed with 

power and hegemony, instead of seeking the spirit of common good. This 

is ultimately what the soul clearly observes amidst of his excursion to the 

earthly realms filled with "most diversities of lust" (Corthell 98). Donne's 

figurative treatment of the animal world denigrates the stain of human 

sinfulness on a grand scale:
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Who will revenge his death? Or who will call

those to account that thought, and wrought his fall?

Th'heirs of slain kings, we see, are often so

Transported with the joy of what they get,

That they revenge and obsequies forget,

Nor will against such men the people go,

Because he's now dead, to whom they should show 

Love in that act. Some kings by vice being grown 

So needy of subjects' love, that of their own

They think they lose if love be to the dead Prince shown.

                                  (M 361-70) 

  In addition to the rough picture of the animals, another image of an 

elephant, where the soul progresses, implicates another message of the 

gentle heartedness in contrast to the brutal competitive mind. Donne's 

"mocking voice" (Lein 613) of man's moral deviousness is incorporated 

through the personified and internal character of the elephant contrasting 

with the ruthlessness of the previously depicted bird, swan, thresher and 

sword-fish: "The only harmless great thing: the giant / Of beasts; who 

thought no more had gone to make one wise / But to be just and thankful, 

loath t'offend" (M 382-4). The remarkable difference of the elephant from  

other animals lies in its amiable and adoptable attitude, but they appear 

vulnerable to their wily abuse of such gentle character which Donne 

builds up in the subsequent section:

(Yet Nature'th given him no knees to bend)

Himself he up-props, on himself relies,

And, foe to none, suspects no enemies;

Still sleeping stood; vexed not his fantasy

Black dreams; like an unbent bow, carelessly 

His sinewy probosics did remissly lie.

                      (M 385-90)  
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  The appearance of another image of a "mouse" makes a "controversial 

apposition" (Flynn 518) to the big yet amiable elephant, whose physical 

power becomes helpless before the tiny animal. The "playful" depiction 

(Haskin 181) of the two creatures underlies the Donne's further 

observation into the ruthless and dangerous ambience of the human world 

in which the fittest person can survive after tough competition for his 

survival no matter what happens on the other side. Despite its much 

smaller size, the mouse is clever enough to outdo other animals in a huge 

inhabitation: "as in a gallery, this mouse / Walked and survived the rooms 

of this vast house, / And to the brain, the soul's bedchamber, went, / And 

gnawed the life-cords there" (M 391-4). This tiny animal has an 

unbelievable power to kill its enemy by devouring the source of the life of 

its adversary in a furtive manner. The underlying motivation of the mouse 

is investigated and revealed as envy reminiscent of human beings: "Like a 

whole town / Clean undermined, the slain beast tumbled down / With him 

the murd'rer dies, whom envy sent / To kill, not scape" (M 394-7). 

  Donne's deployment of the reincarnated spirit encompasses its further 

implication by dealing with an image of a wolf, where evil forces are at 

work. He attempts a "serious" approach to the "moral degeneration" 

(Corthell 100) by making a connection between the spirit of the wolf and  

that of man's descendants. He adopts an analogy between the animal's 

greed and that of people:

Some have their wives, their sisters some begot,

But in the lives of emp'rors you shall not

Read of a lust the which may equal this:

This wolf begot himself, and finished 

What he began alive when he was dead;

Son to himself and father too, he is 

A riddling lust, for which Schoolmen would miss 
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A proper time.        

     (M 431-8)  

  The incorporation of another picture of a wolf into the poetic text 

weaves the continuation of including the biblical figure Cain who, like the 

beast, conceives a jealous and destructive spirit on the basis of his "free 

will" (Corthell 101). The soul again becomes similar to an observer on the 

devilish desire of man: "then, hopeless that his faults were hid, betrayed 

/ Himself by flight, and, by all followed, / From dogs a wolf; from wolves 

a dog he fled" (M 447-9). It is significant that Donne turns his view from 

the outside society into the internal world of man brimmed with bloody 

heart such as Cain's. Donne invokes the transmigration of the heavenly 

and good spirit at the commencement of Metempsychosis, but there is 

development in portraying the deeper aspect of his wily intention like a 

wolf who strolls searching for its prey.  

  Donne continues to depict the migration of the evil spirit to other 

people, whose hearts are crammed with a "lecherous and provoking" 

nature (Wentersdorf 83). The progress of the soul embodies the precise 

internal aspect of man, which is so hidden that few people acknowledge 

its notorious workings. The satirical voice sustains when the author 

describes the clandestine depth of human greed:

He was the first that more desired to have

One than another; first that e'er did crave 

Love by mute signs, and had no power to speak;

First that could make love-faces, or could do

The vaulter's somersaults, or used to woo

With hoiting gambols, his own bones to break

To make his mistress merry; or to wreak

Her anger on himself. Sins against kind

They easily do, that can let feed their mind
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With outward beauty; beauty they in boys and beats do find. 

                               (M 461-70)

  The speaker, with an omniscient viewpoint, recognizes the incongruent 

sides of  the high and low combination of human passion, making a 

parallel between animals and heavenly figures: "too low things men have 

proved, / And too high; beasts and angels have been loved. / This ape, 

though else through-vain, in this was wise." (M 471-3). The evil spirit, 

which is aligned to "the enigmatic embodiment of lechery" (Wentersdorf 

82), transmutes to the religious mode of the original sin of Adam and Eve. 

However, unlike in the biblical event, Donne's Metempsychosis procreates 

the layers of the unspoken words conceived in the mind of Eve during her 

transgressive choice of eating the fruit of knowledge: 

And whether by this change she lose or win,

She comes our next where th'pe would have gone in. 

Adam and Eve had mingled bloods, and now, 

Like chymics' equal fires, her temp'rate womb

Had stewed and formed it: and part did become 

A spongy liver, that did richly allow,

Like a free conduit, on a high hill's brow,

Life-keeping moisture unto every part;

Part hardened itself to a thicker heart

Whose busy furnaces life's spirits do impart. 

                             (M 491-50)

Donne's investigation into the excursion of the human soul not only in the 

outside world but also the internal domain, approaches the core of the 

satirical voice of man's "internal contradiction" (Herz 112). The 

culmination of the ethereal progress unravels his "spiritual weakness" 

(Shell 69), characterized by "treachery, rapine, deceit, and lust, and ills." 
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(M 507-8). The final part of Metempsychosis reaches the climax of 

Donne's concept of the worldly taints, which he expands in Chapters 10 

and 19 of Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, his last literary work 

composed before his death  in 1631. The corrosive shadows of man and 

society are articulated in both macro and microscopic domains by the soul 

in the process of enlightening the "sullen writ" (M 511). Amidst the bleak 

and gloomy condition of the broad range of man's affairs, they are 

believed to undertake either a "blest" or "cursed" way of life (M 515-6). 

The progress of the soul turns out to be the grand project of the author 

to encompass the very "paradox" (Dipasquale 688) of human endeavors 

and their ironic consequences.     

                         

III

  

  This paper has examined how Donne's Metempsychosis depicts the 

diverse activities of the soul via the trace of its incarnation into birds, 

animals, and persons. The author, who adopts contemporary interest in 

the immortality of man's soul, creatively deploys the transmigration of the 

invisible matter by undertaking his critical and analytical diagnosis of the 

ills and corruptions inherent not only in their outer domains but also 

human beings. One of the main findings is that the writer utilizes the 

concept of the progress of the eternal soul, which ventilates through all 

things in the world by way of its invisible and free movement. From the 

author's viewpoint, the state of the soul does not remain static but 

dynamic for observing worldly things and matters, which indicate the 

current problems in figurative ways.  

  One of the underlying reasons behind Donne's manipulation of the 

transmigration of the soul is to enact his indirect satirical voices against 
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his contemporary degeneration in both social and individual spheres. His 

treatment of the manifold movements of the soul entails its vigorous 

excursions incarnated in the multiple forms of living beings such as 

people referred to as prominent biblical figures in The Book of Genesis, 

who have caused the original sin, and imposed its disastrous 

consequences upon their descendants. The ethereal activities of the soul 

pave the way for the author to investigate the diverse shades of 

degeneration in human  minds as to what they do. The writer deploys 

images of birds and beasts in implicative ways so as to convey his 

satirical perceptions of men who, he believes, need to regenerate from 

their stain of sinful machinations. 

  The transmigration of the soul, with its satirical function, has impacted 

upon Donne's subsequent development of his literary works of both poetry 

and prose. Diverse deployment of satirical and metaphorical expressions 

and significances undertake precise observations on the various types of 

delinquency of the political, social, and religious world, as explored by 

him in The First Anniversary, The Litany, The Lamentation of Jeremy, and 

Ignatius His Conclave, composed between 1610-23. Donne's later works 

provoke the readers' awareness of the devious facets of society and 

religious institutions. Indeed, Metempsychosis foreshadows his 

euphemistic but enlightening approach to the manifold shadows of man's 

affairs and ambiences. 
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